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This article provides 
an overview of  the 
basic steps required to 
define and implement 
a capabilities-based 
planning system 
(CBP), from planning 
through resourcing. 
Despite the acro-
nym, CBP must 
have an explicit connection between the 
planning phase and the budgeting phase 
in order to ensure that the choices and 
preferences made during the former are 
maintained and incorporated when doing 
the latter. Therefore, like any planning 
and management system it must have a 
connection where programming links to 
planning and budgeting. While much has 
been written in the literature about exactly 
what sort of  planning is required by CBP, 
the link to programs and budgets has rarely 
been made explicit. Partly this is due to 
the confusion that still surrounds CBP. 
CBP is very poorly defined and the debate 
about what is encompassed by these terms 
continues. Fitzsimmons (2007) summarizes 
the dilemma: 
“[. . .] it is remarkable that no official 
definition of  the concept exists. But there 
are probably as many definitions in the 
Pentagon as there are phone numbers, and 
debate continues over just what the concept 
is, as well as whether it is appropriate or 
even feasible as a framework for defense 
planning and decision making. The persistence 
of  these debates raises a fundamental 
question: What is CBP?”
In my opinion, he also provides the best 
answer, which highlights the need for a 
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ization. I recently  
participated in a 
round table that  
explored these issues. 
The U.S. Naval 
Postgraduate School and the Centre for 
International Governance of  the Graduate 
Institute co-sponsored, Global Security 
Challenges: A Round Table Discussion, 
which was held in Geneva, Switzerland, 
21-23 September 2009. The purpose of  
the roundtable was to plan for a larger  
forum to meet once or twice a year to 
foster understanding among the many  
different military, international (IO) and 
non-governmental organizations (NGO) 
that must often work together to meet 
these challenges. Participants in the 
roundtable represented The University of  
Geneva; The Graduate Institute, Geneva, 
Switzerland; German-Jordanian University, 
Amman, Jordan; National University 
of  Singapore; Nanyang Technological 
University, S. Rajaratnam School of  
International Studies, Singapore; Oxford 
University; United Kingdom Defense 
Academy, Shrivenham England, UK; U.S. 
Naval Postgraduate School; University of  
California at Los Angeles (UCLA) School 
of  Public Affairs; Harvard University, 
Harvard Humanitarian Initiative; Talal 
Abu-Gazaleh Organization; Gulf  Research 
Center, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; 
Geneva Centre for Security Policy; Geneva 
Security Forum; Global Hope Network 
International; China Foundation for 
International Studies; Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory; Global Compact 
Research Center, New York City. While 
planning for future endeavors was the 
central purpose of  the roundtable, there 
were also substantive discussions on select 
issues, such as energy security, economic 
security, cyber security, human security and 
(See “CBP” on page 24.)
(See “C.J.’s Corner”on page 2.)
C.J.’s Corner
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each topic:
1. What are the most significant long-
standing and/or emerging threats and 
risks in the area (economic security, 
energy security, health security, cyber  
security, etc.)? 
2. On regional and sub-regional levels, 
are there political, economic or social  
geography factors contributing in important 
ways to create this risk profile?
3. Are there policy initiatives underway 
that could genuinely improve the ability of  
governments, NGOs and/or IOs to meet 
these risks and address these threats?  
If  so, how exactly would these initiatives 
funtion?
4. What about emergent technological 
advances? Social or economic trends? How 
could these positively or negatively affect 
the risk profile in question?
5. What else is needed to improve 
national and regional capacities to manage 
Hurst, senior lecturer with the Naval  
Postgraduate School. “The students had 
great interaction and took the course 
seriously. The best part is I get to take the 
knowledge that I have and pass it on to 
help the Iraqis run their project management 
issues more effectively.”
“What’s important to note is that we 
don’t teach the U.S. way of  doing project 
management,” said Luis Morales, lecturer 
at the Defense Resources Management 
Institute, also with the 
Naval Postgraduate School. 
“We teach the best practices 
from successful nations. 
This group of  students 
was very dynamic. They 
were really good during the 
practical exercise part of  
instruction.”
In a continued partnering relationship, the 
U.S. and Iraq show the way forward by 
the threats and risks in question? 
6. What is the current level of  support 
for policy innovation, and how could it be 
enhanced? Conversely, what stands in the 
way of  policymakers coalescing to  
undertake action?
7. Building on this, what are different 
scenarios for whether policy innovation 
will occur, including tipping factors?
Bringing together this very diverse group 
of  participants was somewhat unusual in 
that some of  these organizations are wary 
of  working with some of  the others. We 
learned that each organization has a role to 
play and the day-and-a-half  of  discussions 
was highly stimulating and highlighted 
both the opportunities and the threats to 
national security posed by globalization. 
The discussions also underlined the fact that 
cooperation among all the organizations 
(military, NGO, IO, etc.) is necessary to 
address the national security issues  
of  today. 
emerging global security issues.
Forty people participated in the roundtable. 
We were seated at tables arranged in a large 
rectangle so that we were all facing each 
other, with participants randomly seated to 
ensure informality. There was no podium, 
no panel, no audience, and no power 
point presentations. There were panels for 
each of  the designated topics made of  a 
chairperson and three to five discussion 
leaders. The chairperson for each panel 
introduced the topic of  discussion and 
made five minutes of  overview introduc-
tory remarks from his or her perspective. 
The chairperson then called upon discus-
sion leaders to offer six to eight minutes of  
commentary from their perspectives and 
to address the most compelling threats to 
global security within the topic field and 
the most likely areas for global collabora-
tion. After the introductory remarks by 
the experts, the chairperson opened the 
floor to group discussion and commentary 
by all participants. The group discussions 
addressed the following issues for  
C.J’s Corner (Continued from page 1)
DRMI makes headlines
Iraqi Officers Graduate Project Management Course1
Baghdad, Iraq – Nine 
Iraqi Ministry of  
Interior officers 
graduated from the 
Project Management 
Course as part of  the 
Defense Resource 
Management Institute at the Baghdad 
Police College, Aug. 4.
The course, taught over a five day period, 
covered topics like; resource allocation, 





estimation and  
running the project. 
All very critical 
skills for planning 
officers involved in project management.
“This class was fun to teach,” said Stephen 
conducting many different training classes 
at the Baghdad Police College. This Project 
Management course fits into the overall 
effort to professionalize the Iraqi Security 
Forces and to ensure that the training gets 
to the people who can make a real difference 
in Iraq’s future.
The Security Agreement between the U.S. 
and Iraq is the cornerstone document for 
all training, advising and cooperation  
between the two countries. This course 
and the dedication of  the Iraqi students 
who participated are just a small vision 
of  the bigger, more successful goals of  
establishing a free and democratic Iraq. 
(Endnotes)
1 Multi-National Security Transition  
Command-Iraq, Public Affairs Office, Phoenix Base, 
4 August 2009 Press Release.
“What’s important to note is 
that we don’t teach the U.S. way  
of doing project management.  
We teach the best practices from 
successful nations.”
- Lecturer Luis Morales, DRMI 
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Resident Programs
DRMI notes SIDMC’s 40th Anniversary
Forty years ago, 33 officers from 13  
countries came to Monterey, California to 
attend the first Senior International  
Defense Management Course (SIDMC). 
Since that time 1,870 flag and general  
officers and equivalent ranking civilians 
from all over the world have participated in 
this course. For its 40th anniversary, DRMI 
welcomed 43 participants from 28  
countries. This 40th anniversary was the 
perfect opportunity for DRMI to  
re-introduce U.S. participation in the 
SIDMC, which saw the attendance of  
RADM(s) Mark Heinrich, USN. The 
SIDMC anniversary also marked the 
commencement of  Wednesday evening 
workshops. Held off-campus at the  
Monterey Hilton, these workshops  
combined an informal dinner environment 
with discussions of  globalization’s impact 
on defense and economic security. Due to 
Top right (from left to right): RADM(S) Mark 
F. Heinrich (USA) with CMDRE Shahid Azmat 
Wain (Pakistan);
Right (clockwise, from left to right): BG 
Shyam Shrestha (Nepal); MGEN Wen-Chen 
Yang (Taiwan); Dr. Kent Wall (DRMI);  
BG Hermann Muntz (Germany); BG Ahmed 
Mohd A . H. Al-Obaidli (Qatar); RADM Dato’ 
Abd Hadi bin A. Rashid (Malaysia) at a 
Wednesday night forum;
Below (clockwise, from left to right): BG 
Filippo Ferrandu (Italy); BG Yousef Ahmad 
Hamed Alhnaity (Jordan); BG Goo-young 
Kang (Korea); CMDRE Shahid Azmat Wain 
(Pakistan); Dr. Francois Melese (DRMI); BG 
Afif A. Cheikh Ali (Lebanon);  
BG Abdullah Saeed Mubarak Al Shamisi 
(UAE) at a Wednesday night forum
(See “SIDMC 09” on page 4.)
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SIDMC 09 (Continued from page 3.)
SIDMC participants
the Wednesday evening workshops’ success 
and popularity, DRMI plans to continue 
them during the 41st Annual SIDMC  
in 2010. 
During the SIDMC, the DRMI faculty 
work with participants to develop an 
understanding of  the linkages between the 
planning, programming, and budgeting  
components of  the defense resources 
management process. DRMI faculty  
integrate analytical concepts, principles, 
methods, and techniques drawn from the 
disciplines of  management, economics, 
and quantitative methods, and apply them 
to strategic decisions involving the  
allocation of  financial, logistic and  
human resources. Moving from a planning 
perspective in the first week, participants 
explore questions of  strategic risk and 
capabilities gaps in the second week. Using 
the recommendations from the case  
studies in the first and second week,  
participants then direct the cost- 
effectiveness analysis of  various platforms 
in the third week. The final week of  the 
course focuses on integrated planning and  
programming decisions into a fiscal  
management framework that balances 
resources, capabilities, and risk. 
Several senior officials from the U.S. 
Department of  Defense participated in 
SIDMC 09 as guest speakers. Mr. Robert 
Hale, Undersecretary of  Defense  
(Comptroller) addressed participants on 
July 8th; Ms. Beth McGrath, Assistant 
Deputy Chief  Management Officer on July 
9th; and Mr. Pete Verga, Deputy 
Undersecretary of  Defense for Policy 
Integration on July 15th.
The participants enjoyed a trip to San 
Francisco and Alameda where they toured 
the USS Hornet and dined at Neptune’s 
Palace, which had beautiful views of  the 
bay and the island of  Alcatraz. They also 
enjoyed an excellent tour of  the city. Most 
importantly, the participants were able to 
share time with each other and strengthen 
their newly formed bonds of  friendship. 
On 14 July the SIDMC participants treated 
the faculty to a special dinner in their  
honor at International Restaurant, located 
in Pacific Grove. The food was delicious 
and the belly dancer was an  
interesting cultural experience. On 15 
July the participants enjoyed a reception 
at the Stanley House, home of  Naval 
Postgraduate School President, Daniel T. 
Oliver, (VADM, ret USN). President Oliver 
was the keynote speaker at the SIDMC 
graduation where he referenced Stephen 
R. Covey, Jr.’s book, The Speed of  Trust, and 
the importance of  building relationships 
of  trust. President Oliver emphasized this 
idea by stating, “[There is] nothing like a 
phone call to a friend [or] fellow student 
overseas to get things done that otherwise 
the bureaucracy could not accomplish.”  
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DRMI introduces Foreign Area Officer-Cultural Ambassador Program (FAO-CAP)
2009 FAO-CAP volunteers
2009 has been a year of  growth and  
opportunity for DRMI. Increasingly  
mindful of  global and regioal security  
alliances’ growing importance, DRMI  
was pleased when a partnership  
opportunity presented itself  with the  
expanding Foreign Area Officer  
Association – Monterey (FAOAM) at  
the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS).  
The FAOAM is a professional organization, 
comprised mainly of  students from all U.S. 
armed services who are attending NPS. 
In recent years, the FAO community at 
large has undergone a radical shift. The 
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq highlighted 
the need and benefit of  regional expertise. 
With the global war on terror and the  
Department of  Defense’s (DoD) new 
mission focus on building partnership 
capability, the FAO’s role is only increasing 
in value. A 2004 DoD directive required 
all the services to establish FAO programs 
similar to that of  the Army, directly  
contributing to an increase of  FAOs at 
NPS. As previously stated, this influx  
coincided with DRMI’s curriculum changes, 
particularly those concerning cross-cultural 
communications. Recognizing an  
opportunity to foster a mutually beneficial 
partnership between DRMI’s international 
participants and FAOAM members, DRMI 
has created the Foreign Area Officer- 
Cultural Ambassador Program (FAO-
CAP). The FAO-CAP assignments are 
based on the regional specialty of  the 
FAO-CAP volunteer and the future  
assignments of  that FAO. The FAO, NPS 
and DRMI leadership are very excited 
about this new program and its potential to 
build stronger relationships with  
U.S. allies. 
IDMC 09-2
The International Defense Resources 
Management Course (IDMC) 09-2 began 
on 21 September 2009 with 42 partici-
pants from 25 countries. IDMC 09-2 has a 
former participant: MAJ Tony K. Aseavu, 
Army, Papua New Guinea, attended  
MIDMC 05-8; additionally, COL Xhavit 
Gashi, Security Force, Kosovo and SUB 
LT Vinto John, Coast Guard, St. Vincent 
& Grenadines are the first participants 
from their countries to attend a DRMI 
course. During the opening week of  the 
course, DRMI held a picnic at Toro Park, 
where participants enjoyed games of   
volleyball, soccer and an American style 
BBQ. On 26 September, participants 
enjoyed beautiful weather and views on a From left to right: IDMC 09-2 participants, MAJ Ziad G. Rizkallah (Lebanon); MAJ Tony Kavawanny Aseavu 
(Papua New Guinea); CAPT Vasile Ceclea (Moldova); MAJ Shawki Osman (Lebanon) and INSP Logoitino 
Filipo (Samoa) at the Lone Cypress in Pebble Beach
(See “IDMC 09-2” on page 6.)
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(See “IDMC 09-2” on page 7.)
IDMC 09-2 (Continued from page 5.)
tour of  the Monterey peninsula. Partici-
pants had their first experience with the 
newly established Foreign Area Officer –  
Cultural Ambassador Program (FAO-
CAP) at a “Meet and Greet,” where they 
met the Foreign Area Officers of   
Monterey (FAOM) (commonly referred 
to as “foam”) for the first time. (For more 
information on the FAO-CAP, please 
see the article in this newsletter, “DRMI 
introduces Foreign Area Officer-Cultural 
Ambassador Program (FAO-CAP).”)
The participants continue their studies of  
managing scarce defense resources –  
specifically defense planning and  
budgeting systems – the analytical basis for 
cost effectiveness analysis and discussion 
of  defense management in the international 
Above: IDMC 09-2 participant photo
Left: Mr. James Dorkor (left) from Liberia and CDR 
Charles Yahouedeou (right) from Benin on the 
Monterey peninsula tour
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IDMC 09-2 (Continued from page 6.)
economy. On 27 October 2009 participants 
will travel to Washington, DC to learn 
more about the United States and many 
facets of  American culture.
The course concludes on 4 December 2009.  
Below (from left to right): LTC Bardhyl Kollcaku 
(Albania), LTC Ardian Bali (Albania), COL Xhavit 
Gashi (Kosovo) and MAJ Shkelqim Hysa (Albania) 
at the Bixby Bridge on the Monterey peninsula tour
(See “MCDM” on page 8.)
Multi-Criteria Decision Making Course, 
by Dr. Anke Richter
The Multi-Criteria Decision Making 
Course (MCDM) 09 course began on 17 
August with 20 participants from seven 
countries: Argentina, Colombia, Georgia, 
Greece, Israel, Lebanon and the United 
States. The DRMI faculty team consisted 
of  Dr. Anke Richter (course coordinator), 
Senior Lecturer Don Bonsper, Dr. Diana 
Angelis, Senior Lecturer Larry Vaughan, 
Dr. Kent Wall and Dr. Jim Morris. The 
MCDM course develops a method of  
approach to support decision making by 
managers in defense organizations. The 
course focused on practical application to 
management decisions involving many 
organizational objectives. It placed emphasis 
on formulating the problem, understanding 
the analytical process involved in evaluating 
potential solution alternatives, and inter-
preting the results of  the analysis in support 
of  choosing a solution. DRMI faculty 
provided practical examples from defense 
resource allocation problems and required 
each participant to apply the multi-criteria 
decision approach taught during this course 
to a decision problem of  current interest 
to their own MoD. Participants could select 
a new problem, or one currently undergo-
ing analysis. Participants had the oppor-
tunity to work in-depth on the problem 
with a faculty member during the course. 
Participants delivered a final presentation 
on the last day of  the course. This exercise 
linked the theoretical environment with the 
real world through a practical and relevant 
application of  course concepts, hopefully 
serving as a foundation for further work 
on this problem once the participants 
Above: MAJ Hatem B’Chir from Tunisia at the Toro 
Park picnic
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Budget Preparation, Execution, and Accountability 09-1, 
by LTC Mark Hladky
DRMI conducted an 
eight-day course titled, 
“Budget Prepara-
tion, Execution and 
Accountability”(BPEA) 
from 14-25 September. 
This course provided 
principles and  
concepts for preparing 
and executing defense 
budgets. The eight participants came from 
five different nations: Argentina, Georgia, 
Germany, Lebanon, and Pakistan. DRMI 
faculty for the course included LtCol Scott 
Griffith (USMC), Dr. Jason Hansen, LTC 
Mark Hladky (USA), Dr. Bob McNab, 
Dr. Francois Melese, CDR Joel Modisette, 
Lecturer Luis Morales (course coordinator), 
and Senior Lecturer Larry Vaughan. The 
faculty began the discussion with a general 
planning, programming, budgeting and 
execution system (PPBES) framework and 
illustrated how planning and  
programming supports national defense 
objectives and priorities. We then discussed 
BPEA participants
MCDM (Continued from page 7.)
return to their own organizations. 
The following MCDM participants are 
DRMI alumni:
• LTC Rich Morales, USA, DRMC 07-1;
• LCDR Michail Anagnostopoulos,  
 Hellenic Navy, DRMC 09-4;
• MAJ Jihad Shamas, Lebanese Army,  
 DRMC 09-4;
• Mr. Nika Sikharulidze, Georgian  
 Parliament, DRMC 09-4.
The course concluded 28 August 2009. 
how this kind of  system allocates resources 
in the budget. The participants worked 
through several case studies designed to 
capture the process of  translating top-
level guidance and integrating it at lower 
organizational levels to create a defensible 
budget, implement funds control, and 
establish performance management and 
accountability in the resource  
allocation process. 
MCDM participants
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Defense Resources Management Course 
(DRMC) 09-5 began on 17 August with 33 
participants from nine countries. 
The following individuals are past DRMI 
participants:
• CDR Juergen Maruschke, German  
 Navy, DRMC 01-2;
•  Ms. Susan Bidwell (1st half), U.S.  
 Army Fixed Wing Project  
 Management Office, DRMC 92-5,  
 SGOP 09;
•  Mr. William Bidwell (1st half), U.S.  
 Army Aviation & Missile Command,  
 DRMC 94-5, SGOP 09;
•  LCDR Morgan Miller (2nd half),  
 USN, DRMC 08-5;
•  CDR Stanley Newton (2nd half),  
 USN, DRMC 08-4;
•  CAPT Shannon Soupiset (2nd half),  
 USN, DRMC 09-2;
•  Mr. Kalman Weinfeld (2nd half), U.S.  
 Army Defense Language Institute  
DRMC 09-5
DRMC 09-5 participants
 – Foreign Language Center School of   
 Continuing Education, DRMC 09-2.
On 10 September 2009, Mr. Chris Appleby 
from the Office of  the Secretary of  
Defense was the guest speaker for DRMC 
09-05. Mr. Appleby works in the  
Directorate of  Administration and  
Management, which provides analytic 
support pertaining to the roles, missions, 
structure, and alignment of  all Department 
of  Defense (DoD) Components. Mr. 
Appleby spoke to the class about the  
challenges of  managing in the DoD. 
DRMC 09-5 concluded on 11  
September 2009. 
DRMC 09-4
The Defense Resources Management 
Course (DRMC) 09-4 began 20 July with 
36 participants from 11 countries. 
On 4 August 2009, Ms. Brooke Easton 
who works in Program, Analysis and 
Evaluation (PA&E) for the Office of  
the Secretary of  Defense, was the guest 
speaker for DRMC 09-04.  Ms. Easton 
spoke to the class about the Quadrennial 
Defense Review and her organization’s role 
in the process to facilitate rational resource 
trades between major defense investment 
categories. 
DRMC 09-4 concluded on 13 August 2009. 
DRMC 09-4 participants
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Streamlining Government Course, 
by Dr. Francois Melese






(SGOP) 18-22 May. 
DRMI faculty  
discussed in-sourcing, 
out-sourcing, priva-
tization, and public-private partnerships, 
also known as the “make or buy” decision. 
The challenge of  streamlining defense 
organizations to become more efficient 
and effective has been answered by looking 
to the private sector. Countries find them-
selves increasingly relying on public-private 
partnerships to provide weapons and  
support services and to fund new  
investments in defense projects. How 
much should we continue to rely on the 
private sector, and how do we know if  
we’ve gone too far? The course weaves 
economic decision-making and contract 
theory together with U.S. and international 
defense examples. The lectures, discussions 
and case studies offered participants an 
SGOP participants
Risk Management Course
The Risk Management course began on 
3 August with 12 participants from five 
countries: Argentina, Finland, Israel,  
Lebanon and the United States. The DRMI 
faculty team consisted of  Dr. Kent Wall 
(course coordinator), Dr. Anke Richter, Dr. 
Diana Angelis, Dr. Jim Morris and Senior 
Lecturers Allan Polley and Phil Costain. 
The course introduced the basic elements 
of  risk management and presented a 
quantitative definition of  risk that allows 
managers to assess the amount of  risk in 
a given decision problem. DRMI faculty 
used simulation modeling as the prime tool 
for quantifying the risk and gave  
participants the opportunity to develop 
their skill in using the tool. The course 
then explored how to use this tool in risk 
management for devising strategies such  
as hedging, diversifying and seeking  
robustness. 
The course concluded on 14 August 2009. Risk Management participants
overview of  the current state of   
knowledge, a chance to interact and  
share experiences, and prepared them  
for hands-on work with DRMI instructors 
to develop strategic proposals for their 
organizations back home. The instructors 
were Dr. Melese (course coordinator); 
LtCol Scott Griffith, USMC; LTC Mark 
Hladky, USA; Dr. C.J. LaCivita, CDR Joel 
Modisette, USN; and Senior Lecturer Larry 
Vaughan. We look forward to next year’s 
course 24-28 May 2010. 
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Thailand MIDMC, 
by Dr. Natalie Webb
DRMI conducted a 
Mobile International 
Defense Management 
Course (MIDMC) in 
Bangkok, Thailand 
at the First Hotel 
Bangkok, 14-25 
September 2009. The 
DRMI faculty team 
consisted of  Dr.  
Diana Angelis, Senior Lecturer Don 
Bonsper, Dr. C.J. LaCivita, Dr. Anke 
Richter, and Dr. Natalie Webb (course 
coordinator). The faculty’s goals were to 
share economic and management tools and 
concepts to support effective and efficient 
planning, programming and allocation of  
scarce public resources; and to provide an 
environment for the exchange of  ideas. 
Thirty-three participants from the Royal 
Thai Army, Royal Thai Navy, Royal Thai 
Air Force, Ministry of  Defense, Ministry 
of  Justice, Secretariat of  the Prime Minister, 
Royal Aides de Camp, Department of   
Special Investigations, Royal Thai  
Command and Staff  College,  
Royal Thai Armed Forces 
Headquarters, and Office 
of  the Comptroller  
attended. The class  
included mid-level and  
senior officers and 
civilians from different 
functional areas within 
the national security and 
policy organizations of  
Thailand. The variety of  
participants resulted in 
dynamic small group  
discussions and enhanced 
the exchange of  views, 
ideas, and network building 
among the group.
DRMI faculty opened 
the course. Professor 
LaCivita focused his remarks on the 
importance of  better managing limited 
defense resources. BGen Supakorn  
Sa-Nguanchartsornkrai (DRMC 91-4, 
SIDMC 02), Col Al Swanda, Chief  of  
the Joint United States Military Advisory 
Mobile Programs
Above: Thai MIDMC participants
Above: Thai MIDMC 
participants hard at work;
Left: First Hotel manager 
presents flowers to DRMI 
faculty team in Bangkok, 
Thailand
Group Thailand (JUSMAGTHAI) and Maj 
Michelle Lewis, JUSMAGTHAI, attended 
the closing ceremonies and participated 
in the presentation of  the certificates to 
the participants. BGen Supakorn and Col 
Swanda delivered the closing remarks. The 
JUSMAGTHAI staff  provided wonderful 
support and we look forward to delivering 
another iteration of  this course in  
the future. 
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(See “Iraq workshops” on page 13.)
A total of  more than 
40 Iraqi nationals 
attended a Project 
Management Work-
shop presented at 
Forward Operating 
Base Shield, Baghdad, 
and a Budget  
Preparation, Execution 
and Accountability 
Workshop presented at Phoenix Base, 
Baghdad, from 2-19 August 2009. Senior 
Lecturer Stephen Hurst and Lecturer Luis 
Morales taught both workshops. 
Workshop participants came from the 
Iraqi Ministries of  Interior, Defense and 
Justice, along with the Counter-Terrorism 
Bureau. The multiple workshops were 
held over an 18-day period and were 
designed as a follow-up to a Resources 
Management Conference held there in 
August 2008. That conference focused 
on general resource management for 
the ministries and bureaus. 
Iraqi workshops, 
by Senior Lecturer Stephen Hurst Iraq 
An Iraqi guard patrols the Crossed Sword Complex in Baghdad
Above: Lecturer Luis Morales engages 
BPEA Workshop participants;
Left: Lecturer Luis Morales works 
with a group of Project Management 
Workshop participants
13
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Iraqi workshops (Continued from page 12.)
At MNSTC-I’s request, the current  
workshops concentrated on project  
management and the budget preparation 
and execution process. The objective of  
both workshops was to improve the  
Government of  Iraq’s ability to  
efficiently and effectively manage public 
resources. The workshop also facilitated 
inter-ministerial discussions on international 
best practices in resource management  
for government entities.
DRMI developed the curriculum to share 
international best practices with the Iraqi 
participants who must then decide how 
to shape and adapt it to their own culture. 
A positive externality of  the workshops is 
the bringing together of  participants from 
multiple ministries in a common academic 
environment. This interaction can often 
be as important as the educational material 
being presented.  
Awaiting transport to Baghdad
BPEA Workshop participant photo
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Senior Lecturer Larry Vaughan (center) poses for a photo with Dr. Rene G. Rendon, Associate Professor, 
Graduate School of Business and Policy, NPS (right) and Assistant Professor Michael Rüdiger, Bundeswehr 
University Munich, Germany (left). Dr. Elisabeth Wright, IDARM Program Manager, is visible in the  
background.
Slovenian seminar on defense procurement, 
by Senior Lecturer Larry Vaughan
Senior Lecturer Larry 
Vaughan participated 
as an instructor in a 
four-day seminar  
conducted in  
Ljubljana, Slovenia 
from 15-18  
September 2009. 
The subject of  the 
seminar was “Defense 
Procurement and Logistics: Lessons 
Learned – An International Perspective.” 
The International Defense Acquisition 
Resource Management Program (IDARM), 
part of  the School of  International 
Graduate Studies at NPS conducted the 
workshop. Nineteen people attended and 
each participant represented countries 
who are members of  the coalitions in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. Speakers came from 
a variety of  organizations and countries 
supporting those coalition efforts. Senior 
Lecturer Vaughan was part of  a panel that 
presented lectures on “Contracting for 
Capability: Lessons Learned.” His specific 
topic was “Contracting for Capabilities: 
Do Economic Concepts Matter?” He was 
Slovenia seminar participants
also one of  six discussion facilitators who 
guided and helped the participants prepare 
a final presentation on common issues and 
challenges that faced the participant  
countries. His particular group delivered 
their presentation in Russian. 
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Kyrgyz Republic workshop, 
by Senior Lecturer Allan Polley
Dr. CJ LaCivita and 




ment Workshop in 
Bishkek, Kyrgyz  
Republic, 17-19 
August 2009. The 
three-day event had 
12 participants—six from the Kyrgyz 
MoD, four from the Kyrgyz Border 
Service and two from the Kyrgyz National 
Guard. Three of  the participants had at-
tended a resident DRMI course. Addition-
ally, during the event, DRMI graduate 
Lt Col Talaibek Akylbekov dropped by to 
say hello and tell us about his remarkable 
mission to rescue a climbing group high in 
the mountains of  Kyrgyz Republic. (Please 
see, “Dealing with Uncertainty and Man-
aging Risk—a true story from Kyrgyzstan” 
located on page 17.)
This was DRMI’s second event in the  
Kyrgyz Republic and represented a 
continuation of  a multi-year, multi-event 
program requested and sponsored by 
USCENTCOM. The focus of  this event 
was on key concepts associated with a 
top-level resources management system. 
DRMI faculty particularly emphasized 
how to assess and make tradeoffs between 
alternatives and discussed in some depth 
analytical frameworks for analyzing costs 
and effectiveness.
Future events in the program, both based 
on specific inputs from the Kyrgyz  
participants, include:
1. A workshop for high-level officers in 
the Kyrgyz Armed Forces, possibly including 
representatives from Parliament who work 
on defense matters. This recommendation 
was based in part on frustration among the 
group, who felt that their seniors  
disregarded their analyses and  
recommendations. The goal of  such an 
event would be to inform senior officials 
about the concepts and value of  a top-
level resources management system.
2. A workshop for financial management 
specialists that would focus on the details 
of  budgeting. This could include  
representatives from the Ministry of   
Finance, the Ministry of  Economic  
Development and Trade, and the  
Parliament. 
Education Planning Conference, 
by Senior Lecturer Stephen Hurst
From 18-23 September Senior Lecturer 
Stephen Hurst met with the heads of  the 
principal directorates of  the Ministry of  
the Interior of  the Government of  Iraq. 
Meetings were held with MG Haleem, 
Financial Affairs; MG Hazim and MG 
Waleed, Contracting; and MG Fadhil, 
Human Resources. The purpose of  these 
meetings was to determine in what areas 
DRMI could be of  assistance in satisfying 
the education and training requirements 
of  the directorates. All of  the directorates 
expressed a desire to improve the process 
of  budget preparation and execution and 
to develop the capacity for multi-year 
planning. They also expressed a desire to 
develop a better understanding of   
multi-criteria decision making program  
and to link effectiveness with life cycle  
cost analysis.
The directorates were significantly 
concerned with implementing a human 
resources management program and a 
contract management system. In these 
areas, execution, not education, is the main 
issue. DRMI could not be of  assistance in 
the actual implementation of  these  
programs, but promised to be of  assistance 
Senior Lecturer Stephen Hurst (left) with MAJ Safaa Al Zubadi (center) and BG Dr. Essam Hameed
in locating other U.S. government agencies 
or contractors that could act in a  
consulting role. 
During the meetings with members of  the 
Directory of  Financial Affairs Mr. Hurst 
did get a chance to renew old friendships 
with two former participants of  DRMI 
courses. Mr. Hurst enjoyed seeing both 
Maj Safaa Al Zubadi (IDMC 09-01) and 
BG Dr. Essam Hameed, Iraqi MoI (Iraq 
BPEA 09-1). Maj Safaa is recovering from 
injuries resulting from August 19th  
terrorist attack on the Ministry of  Finance. 
He suffered only minor external injuries 
but received a serious concussion that will 
require some time to fully heal. We wish a 
very speedy recovery. (For more  
information on the 19 August attack, 
please see, “Two blasts at Baghdad’s heart 
injure former DRMI participant” on page 
18 of  this newsletter.) 
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Iraq BPEA Workshop, 
by Lecturer Luis Morales
The Defense Resources 
Management Institute 
(DRMI) conducted 
a nine-day Budget 
Preparation, Execution 
and Accountability 
(BPEA) workshop at 
the High Institute of  
the Baghdad Police 
College from 5-16 
July 2009.  DRMI faculty members LTC 
Mark Hladky and Lecturer Luis Morales 
(coordinator) conducted the workshop. 
Participants consisted of  Iraqi policemen 
from the Ministry of  the Interior. The 
workshop goals were to offer a foundation 
for formulating and executing effective 
budgets that support national priorities 
and also to provide a forum for a healthy 
debate related to financial management and 
national security issues.
The DRMI team presented workshop 
participants with various exercises that 
required them to formulate, present and 
justify a defense-related budget and then to 
make adjustments to the budget through 
the approval and execution process as a 
result of  changes to planned/approved 
funding levels.  These exercises not only 
provided them an opportunity to apply 
many of  the concepts discussed in the 
workshop, but also allowed them to  
compare and contrast them with Iraqi  
budget practices to determine how they 
can be improved 
Iraq BPEA participants
Senior Lecturer Don 
Bonsper and Dr. Bob 
McNab worked with 
a diverse group of  
29 Serbian military 
and civilian officials 
from the Serbian 
Armed Forces, 
General Staff  and 
Ministry of  Defense 
in the area of  strategic defense resources 
management during the period 3-7 August 
2009. This was the fourth time DRMI has 
interacted with Serbia. The Marshall Center 
coordinated the first two events. DRMI 
Serbia mil-to-mil workshop, 
by Senior Lecturer Don Bonsper
(See “Serbia” on page 17.)Serbia mil-to-mil  participants
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Participant News
Serbia (Continued from page 16.)
coordinated this mil-to-mil workshop 
directly with the Bilateral Affairs Office in 
Belgrade. The workshop focused on key 
concepts associated with a top-level  
resources management system, empha-
sizing the programming phase as a way to 
connect desired capabilities and available 
resources.
A goal of  the event was to create an  
environment that allowed for more  
discussion and interaction than previous 
events. This goal was accomplished thanks 
to the willing participation of  the Serbian 
officials, including a small group who 
Dr. Robert McNab (left) and Senior Lecturer Don 
Bonsper (right) during the Serbia  mil-to-mil 
workshop
Dealing with Uncertainty and Managing Risk—a true story from Kyrgyzstan, 
as told to Senior Lecturer Allan Polley
On the evening of  11 August 2009, Lt Col 
Talaibek Akylbekov (IDMC 07-1) was  
assigned to fly a mission to rescue a Russian 
climbing party. A private mountaineering 
firm requested the assistance of  the Kyrgyz 
Ministry of  Defense after the Russians had 
fallen near the summit of  Mt. Kyzyl-Asker 
on the Rudnev glacier. One climber was 
lost, one woman was in a grave condition, 
and two had suffered severe traumas in 
the fall.
The GPS coordinates provided by the 
mountaineering firm placed the climbers 
near the Chinese border, 320 kilometers from 
Lt Col Akylbekov’s base. The route  
required careful navigation through 
continuous mountain valleys, up and over 
ridges as high as 5000 meters in order 
to reach the victims at an elevation of  
4500 meters. Helicopter performance is 
degraded at such heights, so fuel planning 
was critical—he needed enough fuel for 
the long flight there and back, but also 
needed to be concerned about landing and 
takeoff  weight once reaching the  
climbers, as too much weight would make 
it impossible for the helicopter to perform 
safely in the rarefied air.
Because the route was unsafe to fly at 
night, and because the weather on 11  
August was terrible in the mountains, take-
off  was set for 0700 on 12 August.  
Unfortunately, the weather did not improve 
in the morning and permission to takeoff  
was initially denied. However, because the 
climbers were in desperate need of  rescue, 
the rescue mission was eventually permitted 
to leave “at their own risk.” DRMI  
graduates will be quick to note that the risk 
to the rescue crew was weighed against the 
(See “Uncertainty” on page 18.)
had attended previous events. The group 
also included an officer from the German 
Army who is embedded with the Serbian 
MoD. His presence and knowledge made 
a significant contribution to the workshop. 
In addition, the U.S. Defense Attaché  
attended several portions of  the workshop 
and observed the interaction between 
the attendees and the DRMI faculty. The 
DRMI team very much appreciated his 
presence. Numerous opportunities for  
discussion presented themselves to examine 
the current Serbian system relative to best 
practices in program budgeting. as a part 
of  a strategic defense resources  
management system
Serbia mil-to-mil  participants
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Uncertainty (Continued from page 17.)
benefits of  the rescue—a classic example 
of  trade-off  analysis. A doctor, and both 
the director and an expedition leader from 
the mountaineering firm, accompanied Lt 
Col Akylbekov.
When the flight reached the mountains, 
they nearly turned back. Lt Col Akylbekov 
noted that it was very “overcast and there 
was a threat of  collision with [the] 
mountain.” The rescue team, however, 
“decided to risk [it]” by passing through 
a gorge.” After passing one mountain 
ridge, Lt Col Akylbekov determined that, 
“The risk was justified. Despite successfully 
navigating the ridge, he said, “it was still 
necessary to fly by some higher and more 
dangerous ridges. To fly it was difficult, 
we constantly deviated from our route 
because of  clouds, and we strongly 
shook because of  bumpiness.”
Once the rescue flight 
reached the moun-
tain, towering 
over 7,000 meters, the problem was to 
locate the victims among the many glacial 
gorges. The helicopter was unable to cross 
over several intervening ridges because they 
were too tall (Lt Col Akylbekov referred to 
them as “stone walls”), so they had to fly 
around them, adding to the flight time and 
consuming more precious fuel. The glacier 
was huge and finding a small party of  
injured climbers was a big  
challenge, despite the use of  GPS. In 
and out of  
gorges 
they 
flew, until “at last” they saw “points which 
differed from morays (stones),” realizing 
it was the victims, who were accompanied 
by the rescue climbers. Lt Col Akylbekov 
explained however that they were unable to 
“bring down the rescue-climbers, as there 
would be an overload (of  weight) at  
such height.”
The return flight was uneventful and the 
mission was successful in rescuing all three 
of  the climbers who survived the initial 
fall. Congratulations to Lt Col Akylbekov 
for his brilliant airmanship and  
determination to succeed in the face of  
adverse conditions. 
At approximately 11am on 19 August, 
two trucks bombs, detonated within 
three minutes of  each other, struck the 
Finance and Foreign Ministries in central 
Baghdad, leaving at least 95 people dead 
and wounding nearly 600. The first blast 
at the Finance Ministry killed at least 35 
people and the second, more powerful, 
blast at the Foreign Ministry killed at least 
60. The blasts crippled the downtown area, 
closed highways and two bridges over the 
Tigris River. Captain (now Major) Safaa Al 
Zubaidi (IDMC 09-1), Iraqi Army, was  
severely injured. (For a photo of  MAJ 
Safaa, please see page 15 of  this newslet-
ter.) Although Major Al Zubaidia works 
as a budget analyst in Iraqi Ministry of  
Interior Accounting Department, he 
chose, as he says, the wrong date and 
time to visit a colleague at the Ministry of  
Finance. Externally he received only minor 
cuts, but the blast effect resulted in a 
major concussion. He has been seen by a 
number of  U.S. military specialists and is 
expected to make a full recovery within a 
year. DRMI wishes Major Al Zubaidia a 
speedy recovery. For A New York Times ar-
ticle on the bombings, which includes links 
to photos and videos, please see: http://
www.nytimes.com/2009/08/20/world/
middleeast/20iraq.html 
Mt. Kyzyl-Asker. Photo by Jean-Claude Latombe.
Two blasts at Baghdad’s heart injure former DRMI participant
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Serbia MIDMC class notes
SIDMC 2009 class notes
LTC Sasa Milutinovic (Serbian Army), 
who works at the Serbian Training  
Command, sent his regards to DRMI  
along with a few photos. 
CMDRE Ahmed Abdulraheem Abu 
Baker, Saudi Arabian Marine Corps sent 
DRMI his regards. He wanted to thank 
everyone at DRMI and to touch base with 
newfound friends. He expressed his thanks 
for the opportunity to gather with friends 
and to exchange ideas and thoughts with 
them. He said that even though it was a 
short four weeks he learned a lot and felt 
that the course and the education were very 
good. CMDRE Ahmed is on our “Drmi 
Courses” Facebook site and you can  
contact him there.
Bosnian and Herzegovinian Deputy  
Minister of  Defense, Ms. Marina Pendes, 
SIDMC 2009 class leader, wrote that the 
Hungarian Minister of  Defense awarded 
her Defense Order of  the First class, for 
strengthening cooperation, partnership  
and peace. Congratulations, Ms. Pendes!
SIDMC 2008 class notes
COL Hasny Md Salleh, writes that he is 
“now the Director of  Defence Operations 
and Training, Malaysian Armed Forces 
HQ, Ministry of  Defence since June 8, 
09 and working under the stewardship of  
Admiral Dato’ Abd Hadi, a member of  
SIDMC Class 2009.” 
BGEN Rune Raabye, Norwegian Army, 
sent DRMI his greetings. 
CDR Antonio Galiuto, Italian Navy, sent 
DRMI his greetings and proudly announced 
the birth of  his daughter, Laura, who was 
born in Rome on 20 July. CDR Galiuto 
also sent his condolences in remembrance 
of  those who lost their lives on 11 September 
and his regards to DRMI.
DRMC 09-4 class notes
COL Missaglia Dario Antonio, Italian Air 
Force, sent DRMI his greetings. 
IDMC 06-2 class notes
CDR Seung Hyeok Kang, ROK Navy, 
wrote that he is the Chief  engineer officer 
of  the Se-Jong the Great Aegis destroyer 
of  the ROK, the navy’s first Aegis ship, 
DRMC 09-3 class notes
DRMI participant receives promotion
The Royal Malaysian Air Force (RMAF) promoted LTG Rodzali Bin Daud (SIDMC 
2009) to the rank of  General and Chief  on 1 September 2009. General Rodzali’s wife, 
Asnah, had “the honor to pin his other star.” As the Chief, General Rodzali will be  
responsible for the entire operations and well being of  the RMAF.
General Daud at his promotion ceremony
Anandsing Acharuz, Mauritian Ministry 
of  Finance and Development, sent DRMI 
his regards. 
MGEN Niculae Tabarcia, Romanian 
Air Force, writes that, “I have changed my 
duty position from the Human Resources 
Directorate and now I am currently  
appointed as Director of  the Romanian 
General Staff. Now, I am attempting to 
continue my studies with a PhD in  
political science.”
commissioned at the end of  last year. He 
will be doing force training through the 
end of  this year.
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Research and Presentations
Dr. Robert McNab 
reviewed articles for 
Public Budgeting and  
Finance, Scottish Journal 
of  Political Economy 
and Small Wars & 
Insurgencies . Public 
Budgeting & Finance 
examines all facets of  
government finance, 
providing an exchange of  research between  
a diverse set of  parties, to include:  
universities, research institutes and 
practitioners. The journal spans a broad 
spectrum of  topics, from budget processes 
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Analysis 
Center (TRAC) awarded a research contract to Dr. Robert McNab to 
serve as the principal investigator. Dr. McNab will work to develop a 
model for the impact of  corruption on post-conflict environments. 
Dr. Robert McNab attended the Global Security Challenges Roundtable in Geneva,  
Switzerland on 21-23 September 2009. The U.S. Mission in Geneva hosted the roundtable, 
which the Naval Postgraduate School and the Geneva Center for International  
Governance (http://graduateinstitute.ch/cig) sponsored.
The roundtable supported a gathering of  academic, non-profit, and intergovernmental  
institutions, and focused on issues in human, economic, information, and global  
security. It provided the opportunity for an interdisciplinary discussion of  new security 
challenges in the 21st century. (For more information on the Roundtable, please see 
“C.J.'s Corner” on page 1.)
Dr. Robert McNab attends Global Security Challenges Roundtable
Dr. Robert McNab serves as reviewer for several journals
and policy to financial management and 
does not limit itself  to either one level of  
government or one country. Additionally,  
Public Budgeting & Finance attempts to 
provide a balance across disciplines 
and approaches in applied government 
finance. For more information, please 
see: http://www.wiley.com/bw/journal.
asp?ref=0275-1100. The Scottish Journal of  
Political Economy is a generalist journal with 
an international readership and authorship. 
It publishes high-quality research in any 
field of  economics, without bias towards 
any one methodology or analytical  
technique used. For more information, 
please see: http://www.wiley.com/bw/
journal.asp?ref=0036-9292. Small Wars & 
Insurgencies offers a forum to examine po-
litical, social, economic, historical and psy-
chological aspects of  insurgency, counter 
-insurgency, limited war, peacekeeping 
operations and the use of  force as an  
instrument of  policy. The journal includes 
a review section and aims to foster debate 
and discussion between a diverse group of  
actors, from historians and political scientists 
to policy makers and practitioners. For 
more information, please see: http://www.
tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/09592318.asp 
Dr. Robert McNab teaching 
course on insurgencies
Dr. Robert McNab  
is teaching the  
Economics of  
Insurgencies and 
Stability Operations 
during the Fall 2009 quarter at NPS. The 
course examines the economic incentives 
underlying conflict and the application of  
economic tools to stability operations. Real-
world cases focus on counter-insurgency 
operations in a variety of  environments. 
TRAC-Monterey awards  research grant to  
Dr. Robert McNab
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GSBPP awards Dr. Francois Melese research grant
The Graduate School 




Dr. Francois Melese a grant to offer an 
economic approach to evaluate alternative 
defense investments. The study, completed 
in September, is entitled, “The Economic 
Evaluation of  Alternatives (EEoA).” An 
important goal of  EEoA is to encourage 
and guide analysts and decision-makers to 
integrate affordability early in the acquisition 
process. EEoA offers a comprehensive set 
of  approaches for procurement officials 
to structure public investment decisions to 
Dr. Francois Melese presents at RACVIAC Centre for Security Cooperation
NATO Headquarters invited Professor  
Francois Melese to give two talks in 
Zagreb, Croatia (14-16 September) at 
The Regional Arms Control Verification 
and Implementation Assistance Centre 
(RACVIAC), Centre for Security  
Cooperation. Dr. Melese presented his 
talks, entitled, “Instruments for Measuring 
Accountability, Transparency and Control 
of  Expenditures in the Security and  
Defense Sector” and “Economic Growth 
as a Basis for Modern Defense and Security 
Expenditures” to approximately 40  
Dr. Natalie Webb joins editorial board at Nonprofit Management and Leadership 
improve acquisition outcomes. These  
approaches address a significant weakness 
in most contemporary military “Analyses 
of  Alternatives” (AoAs). While AoAs 
correctly focus on lifecycle costs and 
operational effectiveness of  alternatives, 
“affordability” is an after-thought, at best 
only implicitly addressed in final stages 
of  the analysis. In sharp contrast, EEoA 
encourages analysts and decision-makers 
to include affordability explicitly, and  
up-front in structuring an AoA. This 
requires working with vendors to build 
alternatives based on different funding 
(budget/affordability) scenarios. A key  
difference between traditional AoAs and 
the EEoA approach is that instead of  
modeling competing vendors as points in 
cost-effectiveness space, EEoA solicits 
vendor offers as functions of  optimistic, 
pessimistic, and most likely funding (budget) 
scenarios. The study indicated that by  
embedding affordability directly into an 
AoA, EEoA provides a unique opportunity 
to achieve a significant defense acquisition 
reform—to coordinate the requirements 
generation system, defense acquisition 
system, and planning, programming, and 
budgeting system (PPBS), to lower costs, 
and improve performance and schedules. 
The study is available as a working paper 
on our website. 
representatives from countries in the region 
(the Balkans and Southeastern  
Europe). The theme was, “The Better  
Management of  Defense Resources, 
Including Integrity Building in the Armed 
Forces.” The first full day included talks 
by several NATO-invited speakers, 
including various NATO officials, the 
chief  economist of  the UK Ministry of  
Defense (MoD), the economic advisor to 
the Bulgarian Minister of  Defense, and Dr. 
Melese. On the second day, officials from a 
dozen or so countries outlined their  
experience in introducing resources  
management systems like planning, 
programming and budgeting (PPB) to 
guide their MoD’s defense budgeting and 
resources allocation decisions. The NATO 
conference was a great opportunity to 
listen to both the theory and the reality of  
implementing PPB-type systems. Several 
DRMI and NPS alums also attended. Dr. 
Melese’s talks are available upon request by 
emailing: fmelese@nps.edu 
Dr. Charles Gray, editor, and the board, 
invited Dr. Natalie Webb to join the  
editorial board of  Nonprofit Management and 
Leadership in September 2009. Started in 
1990, Nonprofit Management and  
Leadership brings together advanced 
knowledge about the special needs,  
challenges, and opportunities of  nonprofit 
organizations. The journal shares the 
expertise of  top executives and scholars 
regarding nonprofit leaders’ common 
concerns in a variety of  settings, including 
social services, the arts, education,  
foundations, community development, 
advocacy work, religion, professional  
associations, etc. For more information, 
please see: http://www3.interscience.
wiley.com/journal/104049461/home/
ProductInformation.html Dr. Webb will 
meet with the board for the first time at 
the Association for Research on Nonprofit 
Organizations and Voluntary Action  
(ARNOVA) in November. 
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Melese, F. (2009). The financial crisis: A similar effect to a terrorist attack? NATO Review. 
Available online at: http://www.nato.int/docu/review/2009/FinancialCrisis/Financial-
terrorist-attack/EN/index.htm
Berck, P., Lipow, J. and Plessner, Y. (2009). Defense Planning and Fiscal Strategy. Applied 
Economics Letters. 
DRMI welcomes four new faculty members
Faculty & Staff News
Lt Col José Andin, 
U.S. Air Force, joined 
the DRMI faculty in 
July 2009. Lt Col 
Andin earned his BA 
in International Studies 
from the University 
of  South Carolina 
(1990), his MA in 
Human Relations 
from the University of  Oklahoma (2004), 
and his Master of  Military Operational Art 
and Science from the USAF Air Command 
and Staff  College (2006). He has served 
in various financial management and 
comptroller leadership positions at the 
tactical, operational, and strategic level. 
Lt Col Andin has served as the chief  of  
Financial Services and Financial Analysis 
offices at the wing level; chief  of  the U.S. 
Air Forces in Europe Comptroller Plans/
Systems and Budget Integration branches; 
and Chief, USAF Comptroller War Plans. 
He has also served as an instructor at the (See “New faculty” on page 23.)
The Naval Postgraduate School awarded 
Senior Lecturer Don Bonsper The  
Lieutenant Commander David L. Williams 
Outstanding Professor Award in September 
2009. The award is named for Lieutenant 
Commander David L. Williams, U.S. Navy, 
a National Security Affairs graduate of  the 
Naval Postgraduate School in December 
1996. In August 2000, Lieutenant  
Commander Williams joined the Office 
Senior Lecturer Don Bonsper receives the Williams Award
of  the Chief  of  Naval Operations. This 
outstanding young naval officer was taken 
from us in the terrorist attack on the  
Pentagon on September 11, 2001. We  
honor this naval officer by placing his 
name on an award for an outstanding 
professor. We will continue to honor his 
memory at each graduation.
This award is presented quarterly to the 
faculty member of  the School of   
International Graduate Studies who has 
demonstrated the greatest dedication to 
the learning and intellectual growth of  
students, in residence and abroad, and 
through that dedication had the greatest 
impact on the individual students and the 
course as a whole. 
Congratulations, Mr. Bonsper! 
Lt Col José Andin Dr. Jason K. Hansen
Jason K. Hansen, 
Assistant Professor, 
received a BA (2003) 
in Economics from 
Idaho State Univer-
sity and from the 
University of  New 
Mexico an MA (2006) 
in Economic Theory 
and a PhD (2009) 
in Environmental and Natural Resource 
Economics. His doctoral studies focused 
on three urban water management polices: 
infrastructure, scarcity, and conservation. 
Professor Hansen’s current research interests 
apply micro economic theory to water 
resource and land management  
problems. His general interests include 
public policy evaluation and the role of  
efficient resource allocation in economic 
stability. Professor Hansen joined the 
DRMI faculty in August 2009. 
USAF Squadron Officer School, and as an 
executive officer at the wing and Air  
Staff  level. 
As the Comptroller Air Force Functional 
Area Manager for war planning, Lt Col  
Andin was responsible for planning, 
originating, coordinating, and updating 
comptroller crisis and deliberate operation 
plans with service counterparts, Head-
quarters Air Force, Defense Finance and 
Accounting Service (DFAS), and all major 
commands. He issued policy guidance on 
doctrine, contingency training, and  
deployment of  comptroller personnel. Lt 
Col Andin was also responsible for  
managing individual functional Unit Type 
Codes (UTCs) to include taskings and 
wartime configurations. 
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New faculty (Continued from page 22.)
DRMI reunion in Iraq? 
DRMI had a reunion (of  sorts) in Iraq 
when Senior Lecturer Stephen Hurst and 
Lecturer Luis Morales met former DRMI 
lecturer, LtCol Chris Page (USMC) while 
teaching there recently. Following his  
assignment at DRMI, LtCol Page deployed 
out of  Camp Lejeune’s United States 
Marine Corps Forces Special Operations 
Command (MARSOC) to fill an Individual 
Augmentee (IA) billet “as the J8/Comp-
troller for Iraqi National Counter Terror-
ism Force - Transition Team (INCTF-TT), 
which works for Multinational Security 
Transition Command - Iraq (MNSTC-I), 
which of  course works for Multi-National 
Forces - Iraq (MNF-I).” LtCol Page jokes 
that, “I won’t even begin to explain the 
acronyms we will become in the future!”  
Senior Lecturer Stephen Hurst (left) met with former DRMI lecturer LtCol Chris Page, USMC (center) and 




received a B.A. in 
Political Science from 
UCLA (1984), an 
M.A. in International 
Development from 
American University 
(1989), and a Ph.D. 
in Agricultural and 
Resource Economics from UC Berkeley 
(1994). His research interests are primarily 
in public economics and in national secu-
rity studies, and he has published papers on 
these topics in journals such the Journal of  
Economic Behavior and Organization, Economics 
Letters, Defense and Peace Economics, and World 
Development. Prior to joining the Defense 
Resource Management Institute in July 
2009, Dr. Lipow taught at a number of   
colleges and universities, including the 
Hebrew University of  Jerusalem, Berea 
College, and Oberlin College. In addition to 
academic activities, Dr. Lipow has worked 
Dr. Jay Simon
DRMI welcomed Jay 
Simon, Assistant  
Professor, to the 
DRMI team in  
August 2009.
Dr. Simon received 
his BS in Mathemat-
ical & Computational 
Science (2003) and 
MS in Management Science & Engineer-
as a consultant to Israel’s Ministry of  
Defense, served as Bank of  America’s 
Israel country representative, and written 
extensively as a commentator on economic 
and political affairs for newspapers such as 
the Jerusalem Post and Barron’s. His mili-
tary service was in the Combat Engineering 
branch of  the Israel Defense Forces. 
ing (2004) from Stanford University. He 
received his Ph.D. in Operations &  
Decision Technologies from the University 
of  California, Irvine (2009). Dr. Simon’s 
research in decision analysis mainly focuses 
on multi-attribute preference modeling, 
particularly involving outcomes, which  
occur over time, space, or groups of  
people. His current and recent work 
includes a prostate cancer decision model, 
preference models for health decisions, 
preferences over geographical data, and 
altruistic utility modeling. He is a member 
of  the Institute for Operations Research 
and the Management Sciences  
(INFORMS), and the Society for  
Judgment and Decision Making (SJDM). 
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CPB (Continued from page 1.)
(See “CBP” on page 25.)
full management system. CBP  
“...should be an effective investment strategy 
that develops and sustains the capability 
priorities identified through the planning 
exercise” (Fitzsimmons 2007) where the 
United States Department of  Defense 
(DoD) defines a capability as the ability to 
execute a specified course of  action (DoD 
2005). CBP’s proposed benefits are that 
it serves to focus a defense organization 
on what it needs to accomplish instead 
of  concentrating on the platforms and 
systems it already owns. The real worth of  
systems and platforms is what they can do 
in times of  need. Therefore, CBP aims to 
delay a decision on specific systems by first 
having planners consider what abilities are 
required and then encouraging the develop-
ment of  more innovative alternatives. This 
process is designed to help overcome the 
tendency to simply replace platforms and/
or equipment with like-for-like. CBP also 
aims to broaden the range of  missions for 
which forces are prepared, make the joint 
perspective predominant in all planning 
and programming activities, and use risk 
as a strategic measure of  effectiveness 
(Fitzsimmons 2007). While ultimately 
CBP will suggest systems and platforms to 
perform the needed capabilities, it attempts 
to move away from suggesting solutions 
too early in the process.
The first step in CBP must therefore be a 
strategic analysis of  the future environment 
to help decide what capabilities may 
be required in the next 20 to 50 years. 
Examining stated political guidance for 
the defense organization, which typically 
provides strategic goals and objectives, as 
well as looking for issues that may require 
defense department attention, can identify 
strategic issues. Decision makers commonly 
use a method that identifies and assesses 
defense strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats/challenges (SWOC analysis) 
facing their organization to determine 
potential strategic issues. Strengths and 
weaknesses have an internal focus;  
opportunities and challenges are external. To 
help in this analysis, a group of  capability 
planners and developers devise scenarios 
to help planners acknowledge and prepare 
for uncertainty. Planners need to take a 
sufficiently broad view of  possible future 
global conditions in which the defense  
organization will be asked to function. 
While it is easy to imagine small changes 
to the status quo, it is far harder to imagine 
major shifts in the geopolitical landscape. 
However, history has given us  
numerous examples that we need to 
expect the unexpected and that the future 
will be very different from the current 
state. For example, consider planning for 
a 15-year time horizon at the beginning of  
the 20th century. In 1900, would defense  
agencies have been able to predict the 
world reality as of  1915; in 1915 the reality 
of  1930; in 1930 the reality of  1945; and 
in 1945 the reality of  1960? Predicting 
such “tectonic shifts” in world landscape is 
nearly impossible because how do you tell 
a realistic future from science fiction – or 
when can you expect what you think of  a 
science fiction to turn real? While there is 
no concrete answer to these questions, the 
goal of  strategic planning is to confront – 
rather than discount – uncertainty and to 
consider robustness across a wide variety 
of  futures.
Scenarios should be designed to facilitate 
planning for uncertainty. A group of   
capability developers, together with planners, 
typically define a baseline scenario along 
six dimensions – the political military 
context, e.g. how the situation came about, 
who is allied with whom, the degree of  
strategic warning, forward stationing of  
forces; objectives and strategies of  those 
involved; forces, such as size, character, 
nominal capabilities; force effectiveness, 
accounting for cohesion, morale, etc.;  
environment; and other assumptions. The 
next step is to look for likely variations and 
consider the consequences and then look 
for unlikely variations that may have very 
serious consequences. Planners should 
choose to focus on scenarios that they 
deem to be of  high risk, risk being defined 
by what can go wrong, the likelihood 
that it happens, and the consequences if  
it does. Therefore, the focus will be on 
a combination of  scenarios that are very 
likely and have negative consequences 
or scenarios that are unlikely but have 
extensive negative consequences. A further 
selection will need to be done to choose 
some of  these scenarios for further in-
depth study, usually based on perceptions 
of  risk, politics, and the ability to cover a 
broad spectrum of  possibilities.
The next step is to use these scenarios to 
identify, “the complete set of  capabilities 
considered necessary to meet the  
quantitative and qualitative ambitions set 
out in the political guidance for defense 
planning through a structured, compre-
hensive, transparent and traceable  
process…” (NATO 2008). 
A useful approach is to develop capability 
trees for each of  the scenarios. A capability 
hierarchy is a visual representation of  the 
elemental capabilities required to address 
the scenario. The idea is that to do this big 
capability, we need to have these smaller 
and more precise capabilities. It is an 
“and” logic. At the base are the elemental 
capabilities needed to address the scenario. 
If  at any point in the structure, you find 
yourself  using an “or” structure then you 
are talking about alternatives, and you need 
to go back up a level. 
For example, imagine the following scenario. 
A small African country experiences a 
civil war and government has appealed 
to international organizations for help in 
stabilizing the country. Adapting from the 
U.S. Army Field Manual FM-307: Stability 
Operations, a possible partial capability 
hierarchy is shown on page 25 in Figure 1.  
To further break down the capability or 
“Detain Objective,” we might consider  
using the military police or special forces 
or a regular army unit. However, this 
means that we have passed from an “and” 
logic to an “or” logic and these forces are 
actually alternative means of  achieving 
the capability. Therefore, the elemental 
capability is “Detain Objective,” the lowest 
possible level on the hierarchy. Elemental 
capabilities must be defined well enough 
so that planners can match them with 
existing and potential assets. Capability 
developers may list elemental capabilities 
multiple times in the hierarchy; the exact  
25
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construction of  a hierarchy is always an art, 
not an exact science.
Capability developers need to develop the 
capability hierarchy to a level where you 
will be able to identify which of  your units 
(systems) are capable of  doing the task but 
not to a point where one and only one asset 
can do it. Remember, this is not an exercise 
in military operations planning. The most 
common pitfall with this approach is that 
organizations go too far down the hierarchy, 
to the point of  specifying the alternatives. 
Of  course the alternative specified is based 
on the analyst’s background. Armored  
division officers will usually require tanks 
and air force officers will require planes, 
etc. It is critical to ensure that we stay at 
the capability level.
Once we have a capability hierarchy for 
each scenario, we can see the full spectrum 
of  elemental capabilities that address 
multiple or all scenarios. Listing elemental 
capabilities multiple times in multiple 
trees requires aggregation across scenarios 
to determine defense’s total need for a 
capability. To help determine this quantity, 
planners consider the relative importance 
and likelihood of  a scenario and the stated 
level of  effort or national goals (or coalition 
goals or alliance goals) In addition, planners 
determine whether the capability is likely 
to be needed sequentially or concurrently 
in the hierarchies and in the scenarios 
In the end, a country and its defense 
planners would like to have a master list 
of  elemental capabilities across scenarios 
and the requirement for concurrent use 
of  each. This estimation requires much 
subjective assessment on how to best 
combine the quantitative amounts derived 
from the capability hierarchies. No “one 
size fits all” or best aggregation  
method exists. 
Once developers list required capabili-
ties, they and defense planners need to 
determine if  gaps exist relative to the 
current force structure. The best way to 
do this is to consult a program structure 
of  the armed forces. Planners could use 
an existing program structure or could 
modify the program structure based on 
capabilities. If  resource managers structure 
the program structure by sorting and 
arranging the same elemental capabilities 
listed in the risk hierarchy, they may simplify 
the process resourcing to meet strategic 
goals. A mapping can be made as long as 
resource personnel and capability developers 
list every asset in the program structure 
once and only once (mutually exclusive 
and collectively exhaustive) into groups 
of  substitutes and complements. Program 
structures that cannot work include those 
that list armed forces by service (which, by 
definition, is not not a program structure) 
because the primary categories in the 
program structure reveal nothing about the 
purpose of  the category.
For each elemental capability, examine 
all in-house units and determine whether 
they can be used to provide the desired 
capability and, if  so, how well can they 
provide the capability. This involves a 
valuation of  the services the units provide. 
For example, with “Detain Objective” we 
had three alternatives – the military police, 
special forces, and a regular army unit. 
We now need to know how many military 
police units we have and how we value 
them with respect to the elemental capa-
bility “Detain Objectives.” Suppose that 
we assess military police units as the best 
way for handling the elemental capability 
so we give them a score of  10 out of  10. 
Special forces may only be a 7 out of  10. 
A regular army unit may be valued at 6 
out of  10. Using this valuation and the 
physical amount of  the forces available will 
determine the amount of  in-house capa-
bility available. Special care must be taken 
to account for concurrency and exclusivity 
(See “CPB” on page 26.)
CPB (Continued from page 24.)
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of  forces since one alternative (such as a 
regular army unit) can provide multiple 
elemental capabilities. Since we know how 
much of  each elemental capability we 
need concurrently, we can estimate gaps 
across all elemental capabilities simultane-
ously. The gaps where elemental capabilities 
cannot be provided by existing forces 
become apparent. In addition, we may find 
existing forces that are not needed for any 
elemental capability. These would then 
be candidates for retirement, potentially 
freeing additional funds for finding ways to 
eliminate the gaps.
The next step is to develop a prioritization  
of  the capability gaps that have been 
identified. To do this, we first need to 
determine the relative importance of  the 
elemental capabilities. Relative importance 
is frequently based on some combination 
of  the following: in how many of  scenarios 
are they are used, how many times are 
they used in each scenario, and the relative 
importance (in terms of  risk) of  the  
scenarios. There are numerous mathemati-
cal procedures for counting these responses 
and each CBP implementer will need to 
decide for themselves how to do this in 
detail. Once we have a sense of  the  
capabilities’ relative importance, we now 
need to assess the risks posed by the  
capability gaps. Usually, this is a combina-
tion of  the importance of  the elemental 
capabilities and the importance of   
scenarios that have capability gaps. 
After prioritization, capability developers, 
planners and resourcers consider alternative 
ways to fill the gaps. There may be many 
different ways to eliminate the gaps without 
necessarily resorting to major weapons 
platform purchases, such as changes in 
doctrine, training, etc. The six scenario 
dimensions can help facilitate development 
of  alternatives since they highlight all of  
the important facets that contribute to a 
scenario’s risk. The analysis of  alternative 
ways to eliminate gaps should include cost-
effectiveness and cost-risk concepts and 
the ability to trade-off  one alternative with 
another. Maintaining the ability to conduct 
CPB (Continued from page 25.)
trade-offs means that the elemental  
capabilities cannot have been over specified. 
If  each elemental capability has one and, 
only one, way asset to address it then the 
purpose and spirit of  the CBP has  
been negated. 
New systems and/or new approaches are 
assessed on their contribution to all capa-
bility categories. The remaining problem is 
a portfolio analysis –which combination of  
alternatives will produce the greatest  
increase in capabilities in the most important 
capability gaps while remaining within  
the budget.
The final steps include positioning the new 
capabilities within the program structure, 
developing an acquisition strategy, and 
ensuring all necessary costs are included 
in the budget as well as the future years 
defense plan (FYDP). Dr. Natalie Webb 
will provide a more detailed discussion on 
the programming and budgeting in a future 
issue of  the newsletter. 
Future Mobile Courses
Calendar Year 2009
 Dates Country 
 2-13 Nov Tajikistan/Kyrgyzstan
 9-13 Nov Kazakhstan 
Calendar Year 2010
 Dates Country 
 11-22 Jan Iraq
 11-22 Jan Kazakhstan
 25-29 Jan Albania
 1-12 Feb Iraq
 15-19 Feb Iraq
 1-5 Mar Kazakhstan
 15-19 Mar Congo
 15-26 Mar Iraq
 5-9 Apr Kyrgyzstan
 3-7 May Iraq
 3-7 May Tajikistan 
 3-14 May Kazakhstan 
 10-14 May Iraq
 7-18 Jun Malaysia 
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* This course convenes in one fiscal year and continues into the next fiscal year.
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DRMI Brochure
The 2011 Defense Resources  
Management Course brochure is now  
available. If  you would like copies,  
please contact the Admin Office at  
831-656-2104 (DSN 756) or send e-mail 
to DrmiAdmin@nps.edu. For additional 
information on any of  our resident courses 
please contact Kathi Noyes at (831)  
656-2104 or e-mail DrmiAdmin@nps.edu.
Newsletter Staff
Natalie J. Webb: Senior Editor
Kathleen S. Bailey: Editor & Designer 
The Defense Resources Management Institute publishes its newsletter quarterly. To find back issues of  the newsletter and to receive  
additional information on DRMI’s activities, visit the website at http://www.nps.edu/drmi. To submit articles, visit the “Contact Us” page 
on the website at: http://www.nps.edu/drmi/subPages/contactUs.html.
Would you be my friend? 
Ms. Charlie 
Orsburn, DRMI 






Facebook is a 
free-access social 
networking website; the site offers a 
method for “friends” to easily 
exchange electronic messages and 
digital photos at no cost. Facebook  
is very user-friendly and it’s quite easy 
to sign up for and use an account. Ms. 
Orsburn has created photo albums for 
several classes and events, including 
a variety of  receptions and tours. To 
find DRMI on Facebook, search for 
“Drmi Courses” and click on the “Add 
as Friend” button. It would be 
extremely helpful if  past participants 
would indicate when they attended 
DRMI at the time of  the friend 
request. At the last count, DRMI had 
86 friends; would you be our next?
